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ABSTRACT
3D bioprinting is an emerging technology that is changing the face of tissue
engineering through the ability to print cells, scaffolding and matrix materials, and other
bioactive reagents. 3D bioprinters are a culmination of various scientific and engineering
disciplines with respect to their operation and bioprints, and as such, offer a prime case
study on the convergence of the technical fields in research. In order to capitalize on this
fact and make 3D bioprinting more accessible for interdisciplinary education
applications, we sought to translate 3D bioprinting into the classroom environment as a
tool for education. In collaboration with SE3D Education, a start-up that manufactures
affordable desktop 3D bioprinters, we designed biological array experiments and
software that allows students to easily design and bioprint their own experiments using
the SE3D R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinter. Through extending the utility of a desktop 3D
bioprinter into the hands of students, we hope to assist schools in administering
interdisciplinary, hands-on instruction, and empowering students to become proficient in
the next generation of technological tools.
Keywords: 3D bioprinting, array bioprinting, STEAM, code generator
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 3D Bioprinting
3D bioprinting is a cutting edge technology at the cusp of tissue engineering, the
biological and biochemical sciences, and the general engineering field. It originates from
a precursor technology, 3D printing, which involves the layer-by-layer extrusion of
melted plastic filament inside a printer apparatus to create custom 3D objects. 3D
bioprinters are essentially modified 3D printers designed to extrude low- to mediumviscosity fluids in the form of biomaterials, bioactive reagents, and bioink made out of
living cells, through a syringe-based extruder. These biological materials can be printed
in an array fashion or seeded within scaffolds or other supporting matrixes in order to
generate bioprints such as viable tissues. The ultimate end goal of 3D bioprinting is to be
able to bioprint fully functional organs that can be transplanted in the body. The
technology to do so is still a work in progress, however.
Current applications of 3D bioprinting focus on creating tissues samples such as
skin patches that can be used for in vivo therapies to treat burn victims, or for the precise
and controlled fabrication of bioactive microarrays for performing drug toxicity tests in
vitro and for other biological screening experiments [1,2]. This is possible because 3D
bioprinting allows for the isolation and placement of cells or other bioactive reagents like
enzymes, microorganisms, and pharmacological small molecules into bioprinted
microarrays in order to perform high-throughput, parallel analysis of reaction progress or
single cell behavior [2,3]. These microarrays allow for hosting essentially an entire
experiment in each droplet; the small working volumes allow for cheaper, multi-trial
experimentation using proteins, enzymes, and cells that are known to incur high costs [2].
Within the context of tissue engineering, these microarrays can help to solve one of the
bottlenecks to 3D organ printing, which is how to successfully differentiate multiple cell
lines in a hierarchical organ design. Single cells can be isolated in the microarrays in
order to identify characteristics such as which types of cells, and in what particular
context, differentiation potential is most successful, singularities that may be lost when
studying cell response and averaging it in the context of a heterogeneous population of
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cells [3]. Introducing individual cells into spatially controlled biomaterial microarrays
simplifies cellular cross-talk and lends to better understanding of the nuances of cell-tocell interactions, and the biophysical and biochemical cues that dictate each cell line’s
fate [3].
1.1.2 Current Technologies
3D bioprinting technology as a whole, with all the supporting infrastructure
needed to not only generate a bioprint, but operate the 3D bioprinters themselves, is a
formidable task in the least. This emerging technology is complicated, expensive, and
inaccessible, confined to research labs in industry and academia. Unlike a regular 3D
printer, a 3D bioprinter deals with biological materials that need special conditions, such
as incubation and other environmental controls, ultraviolet light for sterilization, strict
protocols and monitoring, imaging needs, and supporting lab instruments. The 3D
bioprinter apparatus itself, and the software that controls the 3D bioprinter and designs
the bioprints, needs to be smoothly integrated and compatible with the biomaterials’
properties and the biological timeline of the experiments with respect to reaction rates
and cell differentiation. Dictating this delicate dance requires a high level of scientific
and engineering knowledge, further displacing 3D bioprinters to a select demographic of
researchers and engineers with higher educational degrees.
Current commercial applications of 3D bioprinting are only just starting to gain
traction. Three notable companies breaking ground include Biobots, Rokit, and Cyfuse.
Biobots and Rokit both manufacture more compact, desktop 3D bioprinters with dual
extruder systems capable of bioprinting both supporting matrix materials or scaffolds,
and bioinks [4,5]. The 3D bioprinter Regenova is known for using the Kenzan method for
high-density cell architecture, where cells are bioprinted in cell aggregates called
spheroids, which eliminates the need for bioprinting scaffolding material [6]. All of these
printers share the use case of being a tool for facilitating laboratory research in tissue
engineering. They are also expensive; the BioBot 1, the proprietary Biobots 3D
bioprinter, sells for $10,000, and Rokit’s Invivo 3D bioprinter costs $26,000 [4,7]. As
such, their commercial reach is limited to researchers and scientists, who also have access
to the necessary supporting laboratory infrastructure needed to operate these printers.
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1.2 Motivation and Significance
3D bioprinting in itself is a fascinating discipline that has much to offer outside of
its exclusive use as a research tool. The fact that so many disciplines are required to bring
together this technology, from the engineering backbone of the bioprinter itself to the
scientific nature of the experiments and bioprints, makes it a great learning resource on
the convergence of the STEM fields: Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics.
This comes at a time when in the United States, schools across the country are
adopting STEM and STEAM based education in an effort to transition to more
interdisciplinary, project-based learning style [12]. Recently, the letter ‘A’ was added to
this buzzword to account for art, because art can be an instigator of the creativity and the
critical thinking skills that fuel the technical fields [8]. Furthermore, new technology in
the workforce needs advanced teaching tools in the classroom [9,10]. The biotechnology
industry is advancing more rapidly than the applicable skillsets taught in school
curriculums, yet it is expensive and time consuming to implement wet biotech labs in
schools for applied, hands-on learning of newer, advanced concepts [9]. As such, most
schools lack the lab resources necessary for educating their students on the latest
advancements in STEM and preparing them to become competitive candidates for STEM
industries [11]. At the same time, however, the Department of Education has very
favorably forecasted an increasing number of STEM related jobs over the next years,
with biomedical engineers ranked as the most in demand field (see Figure 1-1).
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Figure 1-1: STEM-related jobs forecast by U.S. Department of Education [13]

Currently, the potential for 3D bioprinting is limited by its niche usability in labs;
there exists no streamlined approach to manage the biomaterial expertise, software
engineering, and general usability of a 3D bioprinter in the context of making the
technology applicable and viable in an educational setting. As such, there is both a real
need and void to help shuffle in this paradigm shift of project-based, STEAM education
within schools, where students can get a leg-up on the technology they will be facing in
the STEM workforce and in higher education. Thus, the scope of our senior design
project is to translate 3D bioprinting technology into the classroom environment as a
tool for education.
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Chapter 2 - System Overview
2.1 SE3D R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinter
For our project, we partnered up with the educational startup SE3D Education,
which specializes in manufacturing affordable desktop bioprinters for use in a classroom
setting. The goal of our collaboration was to make their bioprinter, the R3bel Classroom
3D Bioprinter, easy and intuitive to use for students at the high school level. SE3D gave
us a R3bel to work with for the duration of our project (see Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1: SE3D Education’s affordable desktop bioprinter [16]
2.1.1 System Specifications
The R3bel is a successfully manufactured 3D bioprinter that is capable of
extruding low- to medium-viscosity fluids and very affordable compared to the other
desktop 3D bioprinters on the market, mentioned in Chapter 1. The R3bel currently sells
for $3,299, which is less than half of what the next most affordable commercial desktop
3D bioprinter, the BioBot 1, costs. The R3bel’s product features, mechanical and
software specifications can be seen in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1: Features and technical specifications of the R3bel 3D Classroom Bioprinter
R3bel Features

Hardware Specs

Software Specs

Cost: $3,299

Dimensions: 14.5 x 14.5 x 14.5
in (L x W x H)

Firmware: 3D Printer RepRap
Firmware

Acrylic housing

Overall weight: 32 lbs

Firmware runs on: 32 bit ARMbased microprocessor

Removable windows

X,Y extruder movement,
resolution: 10 microns

Open-source GUI host:
Pronterface

Interior LED lighting

Z bed movement, resolution: 100
microns

G-code print instructions

Portable

Syringe needle sizes: 14-32
gauge

SD card: Config files, system/
user launchable G-code macros

Syringe-based extruder

Dispensing volume resolution:
10 microliters

Platform bed

Arduino Duet microcontroller

Heated bed and extruder

Bed dimensions: 20 cm x 20 cm

Power cable and USB
connection

SD card for configuring
firmware

2.1.2 Initial Use Case
The functionality of the R3bel bioprinter was initially very raw. The R3bel is able
to extrude low- to medium-viscosity liquids, but there were no experiments or
applications for the R3bel within a classroom environment designed yet.
To operate the R3bel, the user would initially have to interact with the opensource graphical user interface called Pronterface, a host software that feeds G-code
instructions for controlling the stepper motors responsible for moving the printer bed in
the Z direction and the extruder in the X and Y directions, along with auxiliary
commands such as heating the bed or the extruder. Pronterface is exportable to any
operating system and is compatible with RepRap firmware, an open-source 3D printer
firmware that the R3bel runs on. To activate Pronterface, a computer with the application
needs to be hooked up to a R3bel bioprinter via USB cable.
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Once the Pronterface application recognizes the R3bel printer and connects, a
built-in joystick can be used to move the bed and extrude material by clicking a button
for each individual command (see Figure 2-3). This joystick is useful when first
calibrating the printer and activating initial homing commands, but it is unreasonable to
utilize these buttons to create an entire bioprint. Instead, the user had two options with the
initial R3bel software setup:
1) Feed G-code instructions line-by-line into the send prompt of Pronterface
2) Manually code an entire G-code script in a text editor for a complete bioprint,
and load the file into Pronterface
After the print job was coded, the user would load a syringe cartridge with the
desired material inside the R3bel’s extruder, and initiate the print with their manually
generated G-code script.

Figure 2-2: A section of an example G-code script
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Figure 2-3: Pronterface GUI
a) Joystick b) Send prompt for individual G-code lines c) Load function for G-code scripts

2.2 Needs and Project Goals
The initial use case for the R3bel 3D Classroom bioprinter elucidated a clear need
as related to our project scope: how can we extend the utility of the R3bel bioprinter into
the classroom? We were presented with a functional prototype by SE3D that needed to be
appropriately developed into an educational tool. Our goals for the project therefore
branched out into two subsystems:
1) Biological array experiments
We needed to develop structured experiments that would be compatible with both
the R3bel bioprinter specs and provide an engaging and applicable hands-on, lab
experience for students with respect to concepts in high school curriculums.
2) A G-code generator
We needed to make the R3bel bioprinters intuitive to control for a user who is not
a software engineer, and as such, eliminate the need for students to hard-code their
bioprints. In addition to not alienating potential R3bel users who are not fluent in G-code,
we needed a smoother method to consistently generate bioprints in a customizable
fashion.
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Chapter 3 - Biological Array Experiments
3.1 Background
Developing high school level experiments for the R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinter
was a laborious task that involved figuring out the best way to piece the R3bel’s technical
capabilities with the needs and goals of high school biology curricula. As a tool for
education, the R3bel needs to offer value to a classroom environment, assisting teachers
and students in conducting laboratory experiments based off the concepts taught in class.
We were fortunate that throughout the timeframe of our senior design project, SE3D
Education held monthly workshops where they would educate high school teachers about
3D bioprinting and familiarize them with the R3bel bioprinters. Through these workshops
we collected teacher feedback, and used this data to formulate constraints and targets for
our R3bel compatible experiments.
3.1.1 Constraints and Targets
Aside from the primary goal to showcase applications of biology concepts learned
in class, our experiments needed to use affordable, non-toxic materials that would be safe
for hands-on use by students in a classroom environment, and align with SE3D’s pledge
of keeping their products low-cost. Furthermore, the timeline of the experiments needed
to be smoothly integrated within school schedules; high school classes are often around
an hour in duration, meeting daily or every other day. This means that experiments
should be doable within an allotted class time and have data ready to analyze either
during the same class or by the following one. Finally, aside from making the
experiments engaging, applicable to curricula, and compatible with the R3bel’s specs, we
needed to insure that they would be useful, in that the data generated could be tracked
and quantified for furthering the utility and application potential of the R3bel bioprinters
and experiment ecosystem for education. Table 3-1 showcases a summarized list of these
constraints and targets.
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Table 3-1
R3bel experiments constraints and targets
Affordable
Non-toxic
Compatible with syringe extrusion setup
Apply high school biology concepts
Easily quantifiable results for data analysis
Compatible with high school schedules

3.1.2 Bioprint Characteristics
The nature of our experiments was largely dictated by the extruding capability of
the R3bel bioprinters. The syringe based extruder is able to bioprint low- to mediumviscosity fluids—essentially, dropwise liquid printing. Thus, we decided that the
bioprints we would create would be similar to the ones used in drug screenings: 3D
bioprinted microarrays, each consisting of a droplet of material. Using an array setup
yields experiments that are extremely affordable and lucrative in data; the arrays provide
multiple data samples per experiment, can be easily documented and tracked, and
inexpensive due to the small amount of materials needed for each droplet that is
bioprinted.

Figure 3-1: Example of a microarray experiment layout [15]
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3.1.3 Experimental Setup and General Protocol
Arrays are conducive towards microscale encapsulation of bioactive materials.
This is the main characteristic of our 3D bioprinted array experimental setup: it consists
of bioprinted hydrogel biomaterials used as matrixes for encapsulating our experimental
variables of interest. Hydrogels are hydrophilic biological polymers; they are inert
biomaterials that can be used as template matrices for studying various embedded
biological compounds. Hydrogels are initially in liquid form, and in the presence of a
crosslinker or environmental cue, form into a 3D gel structure.

Figure 3-2: A hydrogel droplet [17]
Our experiments begin by bioprinting hydrogel solutions infused with different
materials in an array fashion. The remaining reagents necessary for the experiment in
question are then bioprinted in a superimposed fashion over the experiment array. The
arrays are contained within 10cm petri dishes, which are placed on one of four different
starting positions on the printer bed when performing a bioprint. After the array is
bioprinted and the experiment reaction completes, the arrays can be documented with a
camera and analyzed.
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3.1.4 Biomaterials and Bioink Used
The bioinks for our experiments are a combination of hydrogels and other
bioactive reagents designed to be stored in syringe cartridges that are compatible with the
R3bel extrusion system. Figures 3-3 shows an example syringe cartridge and Figure 3-4
showcases a loaded R3bel extruder. Each experiment has its own set of syringe cartridges
with the bioinks necessary for performing the bioprint. The bioinks are dispensed in
microarray fashion by the extruder apparatus. The hydrogels used are alginate and
agarose. Alginate hydrogel is initially alginic acid, a polysaccharide derived from brown
algae. In the presence of the crosslinker CaCl2, it forms into a hydrogel. Agarose is also a
polysaccharide polymer, but it exhibits thermal hysteresis, which means it gels in the
presence of heat. Our other bioinks consist of a selection of indicators, enzymes, cells,
and other reagents, expanded on in the following experiment sections.

(Top) Figure 3-3: A 6 mL syringe
cartridge
(Right) Figure 3-4: Loaded R3bel
syringe extruder
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3.2 Algal Photosynthesis Experiment:
Detection of Carbon Dioxide Sequestration in Agarose Hydrogel
The first experiment we developed was a photosynthesis-based experiment.
Photosynthesis is a chemical reaction within plants that converts light energy to chemical
energy through the use of organic resources such as carbon dioxide, water, and sunlight.
Photosynthesis is not only a popular concept taught in schools, but it also has many
industry applications; i.e. algal photosynthesis with respect to biofuel production. Algae
can potentially be used in lieu of fossil fuels as a cleaner energy source; the only emission
by-product from algae is carbon dioxide, which is later be broken down by other plants in
the environment through photosynthesis. As such, studying photosynthesis and its
applications can give students an introduction to how more eco-friendly and efficient
energy sources could be developed.
Seeing photosynthesis in action is not plausible on its own because the reaction
mainly deals with the sequestration of carbon dioxide, a molecule that is undetectable to
the human eye. Before we developed an experiment to measure photosynthesis, we
needed to create a way to see different levels of carbon dioxide. After some literature
research, we found a pH based bicarbonate indicator [18]. This indicator changes color
based on the concentration of carbon dioxide. Unfortunately this product is not sold in the
U.S., so we had to create the indicator ourselves. The indicator consists of two parts: A
and B. Part A consists of a solution of thymol blue and cresol red in ethanol. Part B
contains a solution of sodium bicarbonate and potassium chloride in deionized water.
These solutions are shown in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Reagents in bicarbonate indicator solution
Part A of bicarbonate indicator

Pat B of bicarbonate indicator

0.02 g thymol blue

7.4 g potassium chloride

0.01 g cresol red

0.8 g of sodium bicarbonate

2 mL of ≥ 97% ethanol

90 mL of deionized water
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These two indicator parts are then mixed together to make a stock solution of the
pH bicarbonate indicator. This stock is diluted down for experimental use. Under normal
conditions, (i.e. low carbon dioxide conditions), the indicator exhibits a purple hue, and at
high concentrations of carbon dioxide, the indicator will shift from purple to yellow, as is
seen in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5: pH bicarbonate indicator at various pH
Purple on the left is most basic and yellow on the right is most acidic

We chose to work with ankistrodesmus, a species of green algae, as our
photosynthetic model organism. For our encapsulating hydrogel, we decided to go with
agarose instead of alginate as a result of alginate’s inherent acidic backbone, which
would interfere with our pH bicarbonate indicator. Once we had all of the components for
the experiment, we developed a protocol to extrude the materials using the R3bel
bioprinter. As mentioned earlier, the R3bel uses a syringe-based extruder. The full
photosynthetic experiment consists of two syringe cartridges, each loaded with a different
biomaterial. The first syringe contains the algae cells mixed with liquid agarose, and the
second contains the bicarbonate indicator. The syringe with algae and agarose is heated
and the material is extruded first as an array in the petri dish. As the printed array cools,
the agarose gels from its initial liquid printed state into a hydrogel. Next, the bicarbonate
indicator is printed on top of the array. When initially bioprinted, the gelled droplets
within the array are yellow due to high carbon dioxide concentration. As the experiment
progresses, the living algae cells convert carbon dioxide to oxygen through
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photosynthesis. This sequestration of carbon dioxide causes the indicator to shift color
from yellow to purple within four hours of starting the reaction, as seen in Figure 3-6.

0
0 Hours

4 Hours

Figure 3-6: A bioprinted array of the Algal Photosynthesis Experiment
Left: Indicator showing a high concentration of carbon dioxide at 0 hrs
Right: Same array 4 hrs later with indicator showing effects of carbon dioxide sequestration

3.3 Enzymatic Oxidation of a Chromogenic Substrate Experiment:
Enzymatic activity of alginate-encapsulated HRP
The second experiment we developed was an enzymatic substrate-based
experiment. Enzymes are important to biological systems, essential for driving various
biochemical reactions within biological systems by acting as catalysts. Enzyme behavior
is a prime example of the interdependency of structure and function within biological
systems, a theme among high school biology curricula. For this experiment, we used the
enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP), which breaks down hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
into water and a free radical of oxygen, the latter of which oxidizes the co-substrate 2,2'azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) (ABTS). Alginate was used as the
encapsulating matrix for HRP.
This experiment consists of three different syringes: the first syringe, which lays
out the initial array layer, contains calcium chloride (CaCl2), responsible for crosslinking
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the second bioprinted array layer, alginate mixed with HRP. The bioprinted alginate-HRP
array is then overlaid with ABTS/H2O2 solution found in the third syringe, which begins
the reaction. A summary of the materials is shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Enzyme Oxidation Experiment: Reagents and their concentrations
Syringe 1

Syringe 2

Syringe 3

Material

Concentration

Material

Concentration

Material

Concentration

CaCl2

750 mM

HRP

1 mg/mL

ABTS

10 mM

Alginate

1% w/v

H 2O 2

0.024% H2O2

Tris Buffer

1M

When ABTS is oxidized, it turns blue over time. The bioprinted arrays shift from
a clear color to a blue-green color. This reaction takes about 5 minutes to fully change
color as shown in Figure 3-7.

0 Minutes

5 Minutes

Figure 3-7: A bioprinted array of the Enzymatic Oxidation Experiment
Left: Array reacting with ABTS solution at 0 min
Right: Same array after 5 min
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3.4 Enzymatic Degradation of Starch Experiment:
Selective amylatic degradation of starch encapsulated in alginate
In the third experiment, we developed a starch stain-based assay to detect the
activity of the enzyme amylase. Amylase, an enzyme found in human saliva, breaks
down starch into dimers of glucose or maltose. Lugol’s iodine solution, used to detect
starch, is yellow under normal conditions, but turns black in the presence of starch as it
binds to starch molecules.
Through our initial testing, we optimized concentrations of the enzyme and starch
solutions (shown in Table 3-4) in order to show clear reaction progress in our bioprinted
arrays, where the enzyme would be encapsulated in the hydrogel alginate. Similar to our
previous experiment that also used alginate, we needed three syringes in order to bioprint
this experiment, also shown in Table 3-4. The first syringe consists of a mixture of
calcium chloride with the starch solution. The second syringe consists of alginate mixed
with the enzyme, and the last syringe contains the Lugol’s iodine solution. The solutions
are all printed in a superimposed fashion in the order of the syringes.
Upon bioprinting the Lugol’s iodine solution, the solution binds to the starch
initially present in the gelled array droplets and exhibits a black color. As the experiment
progresses, the amylase begins to break down the starch, and the iodine solution records
the progress by shifting to a yellow color, signifying the absence of starch, as is shown in
Figure 3-8.

Table 3-4: Enzymatic Degradation of Starch Exp.: Reagents and their concentrations
Syringe 1

Syringe 2

Syringe 3

Material

Concentration

Material

Concentration

Material

Concentration

CaCl2

750 mM

Amylase

0.3 mg/mL

50% stock
solution

Starch

0.5% w/v

Alginate

1% w/v

Lugol’s
iodine
solution
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0 Hours

6 Hours

Figure 3-8: A bioprinted array of Enzymatic Degradation of Starch Experiment
Left: Lugol’s iodine solution shows presence of starch at 0 hrs
Right: Lugol’s iodine solution turns yellow upon amylase hydrolysis of starch after 5 hrs (same
array)

3.5 Results and Data Analysis:
All our in-house experiments are based on colorimetric reactions that show
experiment progress. We designed the experiments in this way in order to provide an
easy and fun method for students to qualitatively observe scientific concepts in action and
confirm reaction success. With regard to the data collection, taking pictures of the
completed experiment arrays is a straightforward method for experiment documentation
and data generation.
In order to analyze this media-based data in a quantitative manner that confirms
the successful reactions, we needed a type of imaging software that could analyze the
saturation of our arrays and confirm reaction success based off of the intensity. One
solution we found and tested for this purpose is an easy-to-use and free open source
software called ImageJ. This program allows the user to manipulate images and gather
light intensity data. We used this program to create grayscale images of the data
collected; the reason we manipulated the images to grayscale was to establish an intensity
baseline and make sure that different color profiles did not sway the intensity data. The
protocol for analyzing the grayscale images with ImageJ is listed in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5: General steps for using ImageJ to find intensity values
ImageJ data collection steps
1. Change image to grayscale
2. Select droplets in array to analyze
3. Measure intensity values
4. Average intensity values across array experiment

Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 represent how the specific colorimetric experiments
can be quantitatively analyzed in terms of creating graphs that represent reaction
completion. Figure 3-9 represents collected data at the completion of the carbon dioxide
sequestration experiment. Figure 3-10 represents intensity values recorded at different
times within the HRP-ABTS reaction.

Figure 3-9: Intensity analysis of an Algal Photosynthesis Experiment bioprinted array
Intensity difference experiment at 0 hrs (high concentration of carbon dioxide) vs. upon reaction
completion after 4 hrs (low concentrations of carbon dioxide)
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Figure 3-10: Intensity analysis for HRP-ABTS reaction at high and low ABTS
concentrations in alginate
Varying ABTS concentration is an example of how experiments can be customized to show the
effects of different variables on experiment outcome
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3.6 End Goals:
With these three experiments, we believe we have successfully satisfied our
constraints and targets. The summarized solutions can be seen in Table 3-6.
Table 3-6: Constraints and targets met for biological array experiments
R3bel Experiment Constraints and Targets

Solutions

Affordable

Experiments consolidated into
microarrays

Non-toxic

All materials used classified as
non-toxic by MSDS data sheets

Compatible with syringe extrusion setup

Droplets bioprinted in arrays

Apply high school biology concepts

Photosynthesis, starch detection,
enzyme-substrate complexes

Easily quantifiable results for data analysis

Colorimetric reaction progress
for all experiments

Compatible with high school schedules

All reactions ≤ 6 hours
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Chapter 4 - G-code Generator
4.1 Background
The G-code generator subsystem of our senior design project originated from the
fact that the R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinter needed a solution to the initial esoteric use
case of the software, which required background coding knowledge, and was inefficient
for creating customized bioprints. GitHub, an online repository hosting service and the
home of the open source GUI Pronterface developed by the RepRap community, also has
an open source software called Slic3r, which is a Pronterface integratable and developed
by the same community. Slic3r converts 3D models into G-code printing instructions by
cutting models into horizontal slices, generating toolpaths to fill them, and calculating the
amount of material to be extruded. However, there are several drawbacks to using this
software as the code generator for the R3bel bioprinter. First of all, the user would still
have to generate a model for slicing using a CAD software, furthering the need for
proficiency in other computer tools. Slic3r is also designed with the intent to be used as a
code generator for a 3D printer, not a 3D bioprinter, so most of the settings and
specifications needed when calibrating the slicing are insignificant or incompatible for a
bioprint. Similarly, these settings themselves are complicated for a user unfamiliar with
using Slic3r, since the user has to specify everything from the fill angle to filament
diameter (again, an obsolete setting since bioprinters do not extrude filament) of their
print job.

4.2 Design Constraints
The constraints for an in-house G-code generator for our project originated from
two primary stakeholders, our collaborators at SE3D Education and the teachers who
experienced using the R3bel bioprinter’s at SE3D’s teacher workshops. We took their
needs and feedback into consideration to devise a generator with the necessary and
appropriate capabilities. The complete list can be seen in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: G-code Generator constraints and targets
From SE3D Education

From High-School Teacher Workshop
Feedback

Generate ready-to-use bioprint G-code
instruction scripts

Assume no prior coding knowledge or
computer tool proficiency

Compatible with all in-house R3bel
biological array experiments

Intuitive, friendly UI

Exportable to multiple platforms

Easy experiment customization

4.3 Subsystem Progression
4.3.1 Initial Development
The first version of the G-code generator was written as a C program with the use
case of being compiled and executed by the user with a Unix shell command language
via a terminal window on the computer connected to the R3bel bioprinter. After
execution, the program would prompt the user with a series of questions regarding the
necessary parameters for generating a bioprint script for a particular experiment. Figure
4-1 shows an example implementation of the initial G-code Generator for the Algal
Photosynthesis experiment.

Figure 4-1: Terminal running G-code Generator for Algal Photosynthesis Experiment

After the user answered all the questions, the C program would read in the
parameters from the terminal and output a fully-fledged G-code script in the form of a
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text file for that experiment. The user could find this file in the same directory containing
their generator C source code. For easy tracking, especially in the case where multiple
students are generating experiments in a group for their bioprinter, the generated G-code
filename contained the user’s name followed by a list of their chosen parameters.
This initial setup consisted of three individual G-code Generator C source codes,
each one pertaining to a different experiment. They were all fully functional, able to
output customized experiment G-code scripts based on the different combinations of
parameters the user inputted. All that the user had to do to perform a bioprint after
executing the generator program was to upload their generated G-code script into
Pronterface. The limitation to this initial setup however, was that the user would still have
to interact with a computer terminal and understand how to compile and execute any one
of the particular C source codes. While this step is fairly straightforward for someone
with some programming knowledge, our constraints called for assuming none. Therefore,
the next phase of the subsystem progression focused on developing a user friendly UI that
would perform the same functionality, but with less overhead.
4.3.2 Generator Infrastructure
The current G-code Generator setup consists of both the code generating
functionality found in the C source codes, as well as an UI written in Java. The Java UI
swaps the terminal-based parameter collection with a series of experiment window
frames. The experiment frames consist of drop down menus and buttons that the user
interacts with to customize their experiment. Once the user is satisfied with their designed
experiment, they click a button in the experiment frame that initiates the G-code
generation, where the Java program exports the chosen experimental parameters to an
intermediary .txt file. To integrate the C source code functionality that writes the G-code
scripts, the C code was modified to read the parameters from this intermediary .txt file
rather than from the standard input stream of a terminal window. All these steps happen
automatically after the code generation button is clicked.
The next step involved packaging all the various source codes in an easy-to-use
application that could be launched from an icon on the user’s R3bel connected,
computer’s desktop. A Java Archive (JAR) compressed file format, a method for
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aggregating and distributing Java code, was selected to do so. We thus created a .jar file
containing our Java source code; when this .jar file is clicked, the G-code Generator UI
window immediately pops up for the user. The final packaging was done by placing the
.jar file in an application folder that also contains a subfolder named ‘AUX’, which
houses all the Java classes, images, and the compiled, executable C source code files
associated with the .jar file. For further ease of use, the Pronterface GUI was also
imported into the main application folder, and the folder was given an icon in the form of
a R3bel bioprinter. This entire application is exportable on any platform that runs a
current version of Java.

Figure 4-2: G-code Generator infrastructure and use case
User only interacts with the steps in green boxes; doesn’t have to worry about functionality steps
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Figure 4-3: G-code Generator application icon on OS X

4.3.3 In Cooperation with Experiments
Each C source code file writes a different type of G-code script based on the
experimental setup. Variations in the code stem from the biomaterials’ characteristic
properties, such as viscosity. Their effects on the G-code generation include: feedrate
extrusion frequencies, dwell times, and drop heights, among others. For the context of
our senior design project, we have developed code generation capabilities for two of our
experiments, the photosynthesis experiment and the HRP-ABTS experiment, as well as
an art application, which is discussed in the next section. These are just three examples
of many more potential applications for our G-code Generator. Any microarray
experiment designed to be bioprinted could be consolidated within our generator setup, as
long as the parameters and biomaterial properties are determined. Our next step would be
to do the same for our starch detection experiment.
For the biology experiments, the generator strictly allows two possible array
dimensions to be selected for a bioprint: 3x3 or 4x4 drop dimensions. This is done in
order to provide a simple and orderly experimental setup for students. Earlier draft
versions of the generator included the capability to design (through a few extra parameter
specifications) rectangular arrays of any dimension and inter-drop spacing, but not
exceeding the boundary conditions of either standard 10cm petri dishes, or smaller 6cm
ones. After taking our target audience into consideration, our value proposition dictated
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that we prioritize simplicity and functionality over excessive customization. Therefore,
we eliminated superfluous parameters to the bioprints that could potentially confuse
students and that were not essential to creating bioprints in the context of our current
experiments.
4.3.4 STEAM Art Application
To further expand the potential of the R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinter, we
designed a third G-code generator function that the user can utilize to make creative
patterns for potential art applications. In this way, we are catering to the Art component
of STEAM and solidifying the R3bel’s usefulness in an interdisciplinary learning
environment. All our bioprints are performed on standard 10cm petri dishes, thus for the
art application, we designed drop patterns ranging from one to fifteen drops, that take full
advantage of the dimensions of a circular petri dish.

4.4 Results
Figures 4-4 to 4-9 show the different experiment frames that constitute the Java
UI. All the frames are linked together so the user can easily navigate through the different
experiments.

Figure 4-4: Home frame of G-code Generator
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Figure 4-5: Algae in Agarose experiment frame with filled in parameter choices

Figure 4-6: HRP in Alginate experiment frame with material drop down menu selected
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Figure 4-7: Art application frame

Figure 4-8: Art application frame with 13-drop pattern selected
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Figure 4-9: Example G-code Generator created experiment script for printing agarose
infused with algae

*All G-code Generator source codes can be found in Appendix A.
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4.5 Meeting Constraints and Targets
Table 4-2 shows how our in-house G-code Generator meets our proposed
constraints and targets. We were able to successfully address them all, along with
developing an extra art application.
Table 4-2: Constraints and targets met for G-code Generator
Constraints and
Targets From
SE3D Education

High School
Teacher
Workshop
Feedback

Software
Solutions

Software
Solutions

Generate ready-touse bioprint G-code
instruction scripts

C source codes
perform script
generation based off
of selected
experiment
parameters

Assume no prior
coding knowledge
or computer tool
proficiency

Generator is a .jar
file, launches from
an icon

Compatible with all
in-house R3bel
biological array
experiments

3 C programs, each
compatible with a
different
experiment /
application

Intuitive, friendly
UI

Java UI in the form
of experiment /
application frames
with easily
accessible menus

Exportable to
multiple platforms

Generator packaged Easy experiment
as exportable JAR
customization
file
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User designs
bioprints through
interactive
selections
performed inside
Java frames

Chapter 5 - Professional Considerations
5.1 Ethics:
We have an obligation to make sure that the R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinter, the
biological array experiments, and the software remains relevant to our stakeholders:
students, teachers, and schools. As a tool for enhancing STEAM education in classrooms,
the R3bel must remain affordable, the materials must not be toxic or induce bodily harm,
and the bioprinter must provide an equal opportunity in that each student has a chance at
experiencing using 3D bioprinting technology. We’ve worked hard to insure that the
content of our biological array experiments and the usability of our code generator meet
these ethical requirements. We have maintained the affordability and safety of the R3bel
bioprinter through experiments that utilize only non-toxic materials and which cost under
a dollar to run. The algae in agarose experiment costs around $0.10 per a 3x3 droplet
array print, and the starch detection experiment costs about $0.50 per a 3x3 array print.
Furthermore, the R3bel, with its experiment and software infrastructure, is designed to be
used in groups; it is capable of having users design and bioprint many experiments backto-back, allowing multiple students to get a chance to interact with the bioprinter in a
class session, and in the process, promoting collaboration and teamwork.

5.2 Green Technology:
On par with Santa Clara University’s mission of sustainability, our project
captures the essence of green technology through the materials and reactions we chose to
run, more specifically, by tracking the growth of algae. Algae can be used to produce
biofuels, which are currently being researched to replace fossil fuels. The only emission
algae creates is carbon dioxide that will later be broken down through photosynthesis by
other plants. Not only are we bringing new educational tools to classrooms, but we are
also exposing students to the background of a technology extremely popular and useful in
many industries today. In this way, students will have hands on experience with green
technology from a younger age, and thus be more equipped to continue their studies and
work with this technology if they decide to pursue it later down the road in college or
industry.
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5.3 STEAM Education:
The main application for our project is to expand STEAM education within
schools. The R3bel 3D bioprinter is a tool for designing and performing lab experiments
in a classroom environment, with little overhead, cost, and extra resources necessary.
Through SE3D Education, schools can purchase these bioprinters with experiment kits
containing syringe cartridges with the necessary materials for each biological array
experiment. The R3bel bioprinter is capable of bringing together not just biology classes,
but all classes related to the STEAM fields through its interdisciplinary applications.
Both biology can chemistry classes can perform these experiments, as the experiment
concepts are common to both curricula. The data generated by these classes can then be
passed on to math classes as student-generated case studies for analyzing reaction
patterns; i.e. calculus classes can study equations relevant to the experiments, such as
differential equations based exponential decay patterns for enzyme activity and other
equations related to enzyme kinetics or cell growth patterns. Furthermore, engineering
classes, which are starting to spring up in high schools, can study the mechanics behind
the R3bel bioprinters and come up with different additions or use cases for them, as well
as try their hand on manually generating bioprinting scripts if they want to dabble with
the bioprinter’s firmware. All in all, the R3bel bioprinter, with our additions to it, is
capable at uniting the different school disciplines for a well-rounded education.
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Chapter 6 - Project Summary and Future Outlook
6.1 Project Summary:
For our senior design project, we sought to translate 3D bioprinting technology
into the classroom as a tool for education. We partnered with SE3D Education with the
goal of making their affordable desktop bioprinter, the R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinter,
capable of assisting students and teachers in performing relevant, engaging, and feasible
lab experiments that highlight concepts featured in high school biology curricula, all
while empowering the user to operate a cutting-edge piece of technology. Through both
the use of the bioprinters and the experiments created for it, we sought to educate
students on the importance and usefulness of an interdisciplinary STEAM education and
familiarize them with the next generation of research tools.
To achieve these goals, we designed three different scientific experiments
highlighting concepts such as enzymatic oxidation, starch degradation, and algal
photosynthesis, as well as a fun art application. All these experiments satisfied our
project constraints, including being cost effective, non-toxic, and compatible with our
bioprinter’s extrusion capabilities. Reaching these milestones required developing
microscale experiments in the form of bioprinted hydrogel arrays where we had to
optimize the chemistry behind the reactions to enable them run successfully in the
microarray setup.
Furthermore, we created a G-code Generator, a computer program that enables
the user to design their own experiments and bioprints without the need to hardcode a
single line of firmware. Through a few intuitive steps, the user is able to pick and choose
through our experiments and customize their own bioprints without having to know any
G-code or the layout requirements of the experiment bioprints, as was the initial use case
of utilizing the R3bel to bioprint. We combined the G-code Generator subsystem of our
project with our in-house experiments, enabling the user to design and bioprint two of the
experiments, as well as an art application. Due to its modular format, the generator can
easily be adapted to host other experiments and printing applications as well.
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6.2 Future Outlook:
SE3D Education has begun deploying the R3bel Classroom 3D Bioprinters in
schools. After extensive testing and validation from students and teachers, we hope to use
the feedback from these pilot schools to further enhance the utility of the R3bel as a tool
for STEAM education.
Some areas for future improvement include: Incorporating an incubator, a selfsterilization system, and a camera system into the housing of the bioprinter, as well as an
in-house image processing software to work with the camera system for quantitative data
generation. The absence of an incubator and UV sterilization prevents the use of
mammalian cell-based experiments and bioprints, while a built-in image capturing
system would be useful for directly sending real-time images of experiment and reaction
progress from the R3bel bioprinter to the bioprinter’s connected computer. Other aspects
to improve upon include creating more experiments for the development of a fullyfledged 3D bioprinting curriculum that can translate into a stand-alone class. As 3D
bioprinting continues to develop as the technology of the future for converging the
science and technical fields, the need for schools to educate their students to be proficient
in this technology will become imperative. While 3D bioprinting fully-fledged,
biocompatible, transplantable organs is not yet feasible, we hope to education the next
generation so they can make this prospect a reality.
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Appendix A - G-code Generator Source Code
C Source Code:
Experiment: Algal Photosynthesis
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Experiment: Enzymatic Oxidation of a Chromogenic Substrate
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Art Application
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Java Source Code:
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